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Serving Whose Interests is an examination of the General Agreement on Trade in Services [GATS] since its inception in 1995, with several case studies that discuss services trade in specific applications around the world. The scholarship is extensive and detailed. Jane Kelsey, law professor at the University of Auckland, has criticized the pro-market services trade regime in her role as a political activist. In this book, her goals are to make the technicalities of trade rules accessible and to show their effects on people and communities. Throughout, she opposes deregulation and privatization of services and favours shifting the balance back toward “the national, the local and the social.”¹ Services, in her view, are intrinsically social and involve resilient relationships that struggle against the market dynamics of the international trade system. This is a book on GATS by one of its major detractors.

In the book, Kelsey outlines the GATS rules and summarizes the negotiation of the agreement during the lengthy process of the Uruguay Round that concluded with the establishment of the World Trade Organization [WTO]. GATS is one of the agreements included in the single undertaking package that all members of the new organization must accept. Kelsey links GATS to the promotion of market-based development in the IMF, World Bank and United Nations. She discusses the application of the agreement to public services such as the provision of water and electricity. Although GATS does not require governments to deregulate or privatize, she notes that demands for opening these services are often made by other WTO members when individual countries negotiate to accede to the organization. The case study on utilities discusses the opening of the electricity market and infrastructure to private ownership in the Philippines starting in 1988. Services can be difficult to classify, since one project or sector can be disaggregated into various ancillary services such as construction, finance, environmental services, communications, real estate, professional services, computer technology, distribution, transport, logistics and assorted management functions. A case study on the United States - Gambling dispute at the WTO illustrates the complexity of negotiations for services commitments. Antigua won a WTO complaint over the United States’ failure to open internet gambling services to international providers, a commitment that the U.S. apparently made through inadvertence, despite its negotiating resources and expertise.² Information technology has permitted outsourcing and the rise of the international call
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centres around Bangalore, India that Kelsey describes. A subsequent case study shows Fiji’s unsuccessful attempt to have GATS rules protect its skilled workers who provide their services as temporary migrants elsewhere and send home remittances that are significant in the Fijian economy. Further case studies deal with education, the UNESCO treaty on cultural diversity, transnational retailers, tourism, oil in Venezuela and the accession of oil-producing Gulf States to the WTO. Kelsey concludes that the market-based ideology reflected in the GATS has failed to serve the interests of societies around the globe, has not overcome the North-South divisions among states and does not provide the certainty and security that transnational businesses seek. In short, she argues, GATS is not in the long-term interests of anyone.

So what is in the General Agreement on Trade in Services that is the source of such harm? GATS Article II contains the main obligation that applies to all services trade apart from specific commitments: the most-favoured-nation obligation, which prevents WTO members from discriminating among other WTO members. Any advantage in services trade granted to one foreign country must be made available immediately and unconditionally to all WTO member countries. Pursuant to Article XVI, if a country makes a market access commitment for particular services, the commitment can be completely open or it can set out the limits of that access, including the total number of service providers, the total value of transactions covered, the number of service operations, the total number of employees, restrictions on the form of legal entity or joint venture that will supply the service and limits on the foreign capital or percentage of foreign ownership involved. If a commitment is made, then Article XVII imposes an obligation of national treatment, requiring that foreign service providers receive the same treatment as domestic service providers, subject to the limits of the commitment. If a commitment is made, then Article XVI imposes an obligation of transparency and a requirement that any regulatory measures establishing qualifications not be more burdensome than necessary to assure the quality of the service. Articles XIV and XIVbis set out general exceptions and the exception for essential security interests. The GATS legal framework is based on the idea that market access commitments negotiated over a period of time will gradually lead to more open services trade, in the same way that customs tariff commitments negotiated over several decades under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade have gradually lowered the tariffs charged on trade in goods. Services are defined as being provided in one of four modes, according to the manner in which they are delivered: from one territory into another territory (Mode 1), to a service consumer who comes to the territory of the service provider (Mode 2), by a service supplier who has a commercial presence in another territory (Mode 3), by a service supplier through the presence of an individual in another territory (Mode 4). GATS does not cover services provided by governments, so long as they are non-commercial and not in competition with other suppliers.

In the case studies, Kelsey criticizes GATS for its potential to limit governmental action if specific commitments are made. The Philippines’ privatization of electricity, for example, would be difficult to reverse by future governments if access commitments are made either through GATS or in regional trade agreements. To withdraw a commitment, governments may have to grant other access or pay compensation to several WTO members, as the U.S. has done in order
to retain its ban on international internet gambling. Commitments made in Mode 3 involve some protection for foreign direct investments in the host country, even in the absence of an investment treaty. While the access commitments made at the beginning of operation of GATS were not extensive, demands for greater access have been made during negotiations since then and are also made when individual countries are in the process of acceding to the WTO. At the start of the Uruguay Round, services were a controversial, new topic that was kept separate from the negotiations on trade in goods. By the time the Round ended, however, they were part of the single undertaking. GATS applies to all WTO members, not just those countries with an interest in further liberalization of services.

Robert Howse has argued that the globalization debate is over. In his view, the antiglobalization movement is no longer focused on defending the national social welfare state against international forces, but has shifted instead to advancing its values as global values. While that observation is accurate for many commentators and topics, it does not describe Serving Whose Interests. Here, for example, is what Kelsey says about labour rights:

Trade in services agreements threaten the livelihoods of workers through competitive deregulation, foreign investment liberalisation, removal of domestic preferences ... and other core demands. Trade liberalisation in agriculture, industry and natural resources contributes to the push and pull factors that impel workers to migrate internally and offshore, often into highly exploitative services industries. These threats to workers are not matters of core labour standards; they are endemic to a free trade paradigm that perpetuates a grossly unequal international division of labour that is still delineated on traditional social class and North/South lines and denies human beings the fundamental rights to livelihoods, security, voice and dignity.

For Kelsey, there is no room for legitimate international competition. Trade—all trade—threatens fundamental human rights even if core labour standards are respected. If workers at international call centres in India describe their jobs as challenging or satisfying, they have been misled by soft management techniques and corporate indoctrination. Engagement with international markets is always suspect, in Kelsey’s view.

An important question for social justice scholarship is whether public policy ends at national borders or whether Howse is right that the debates now take place within global public policy. Where is the society in which justice is to be judged? On some issues—human rights, humanitarian law, international criminal
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law, protection of the environment—social values are commonly framed in global terms, for decision-making at both national and international levels. Issues of the market and economic competition, however, seem more distant from a notion of global citizenship. They are more likely to be described against a presumed background of self-interested states jostling for power in a world unconstrained by social ties. For economic matters, many would agree with Kelsey that the social is only local, never global. Her preferred alternative is specific state-to-state economic negotiations, as in the People’s Trade Agreement of Venezuelan President Chávez. While this is consistent with her rejection of international markets, it may not be a convincing solution for many others, including those in poor countries who observe that the most prosperous areas of the world are the market economies (at least at the moment).

Some of Kelsey’s views are widely shared by other authors. Noted trade scholar Anna Lanoszka, writing in the institutionalist interdependence tradition of Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye, has also criticized the single undertaking requirement and the power imbalance of WTO accession procedures, both of which can push states to take on excessive market liberalization obligations. She argues that the single undertaking principle should be relaxed in order to provide needed flexibility for WTO members.

A book of this detail and depth is bound to generate a few technical disagreements from others in the field. I have one correction and a few quibbles to mention, none of which negate the merits of the extensive scholarship of Serving Whose Interests. The Libya-Texaco case was the decision of sole arbitrator René-Jean Dupuy, not the International Court of Justice. In most instances, Kelsey is careful to explain that the private sector rights she criticizes would arise only if there were full GATS access commitments. In spots, however, she appears to say that Mode 1 imposes a requirement or that foreign businesses have a right of establishment and national treatment under GATS, without specifying that these statements are true only if the host state has made an access commitment. Readers who have spent the time to study the summary of GATS provisions in Chapter 1 of the book will not be confused, but others might be.

Written in a style that is readable but not over-simplified, Serving Whose Interests presents an impressive volume of research for evaluation and discussion. The author’s approach is anti-GATS, but there is no shortage of other writers on international trade who are equally enthusiastic on the pro-market side. Kelsey’s text is a thorough, valuable reference tool. Like all the others, it should be read with a critical eye.
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